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Many of these occasional newsletters include a plea for more members of LCC to be active locally in
the Bexley group.  This time we have some outstanding success to report; due to the enthusiasm and
efforts a newly active member in our group - Harry Clark.  Harry has participated in Southwark Healthy
Rides, and came to one of our meetings, wanting to set up a similar programme of Bexley Healthy
Rides. This was to be a regular programme of rides every Saturday morning; but limited to two hours,
so that participants had time left in the weekend for other activities.  This seemed quite a challenge; but
within a few months about 60 people, most previously unknown to Bexley LCC, have enjoyed one or
more of the easy paced rides, with a typical attendance of around 20 people each week.  Indeed, there
have been more than dozen rides so far,  one on every Saturday morning,  with an extended 3.5hr
(Ride+) on the last Saturday of each month ! 

Tremendous thanks must go to Harry for leading the rides; researching and designing the routes; and
sustained publicity - printed materials distributed around the borough and a web presence on LetsRide
and a FaceBook closed group that has grown from zero to 180+ members in 120 days.  Thanks also to
a core of other ‘HR team’ members that have staffed a rota of back markers or acted as marshals for
the rides or helped in publicity or in route testing.

Over page are photos of the cafe stop on our ride to Charlton Park; Charlton House is shown above.
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We are now looking at how best to extend this success and attract people new to cycling who have
recently completed one of the training courses offered by Bexley council.  Riding in a supportive group
at an easy pace (mostly on quiet streets and open spaces), the healthy rides can provide an opportunity
for new riders to consolidate their skills and develop stamina and awareness of places to enjoy and
ways around otherwise tricky situations.  

Another aspect of the collaboration with the cycle training programme is stimulating the donation of
used bikes for a variety of sources which can refurbished and purchased at a low price by new riders
who have relied on hired bikes for their training.

We also collaborate with the local hospice on their charity event, (this year on Sunday 7th October),
which attracts over 300 riders.  This is valuable because of the contacts it brings – but we need more
people for a strong LCC presence to make the most of these contacts.  So too is the annual guided ride
to RideLondon (09:00 Saturday 28th July 2018) from Abbey Wood.  This year, there will be an additional
starting point from Danson Park (at 08:15) : look out for local publicity.

We have not lost sight of our other aims of campaigning for improved facilities for cycling.  There have
been gradual development in contacts with Bexley council staff and councillors.  No startling results to
report, but we will continue to put the case for measures that support active travel (walking and cycling).

Our previous methods for occasional communication are likely to be disrupted by GDPR; and we are
considering establishing other means of communication with and between group members, such as a
google group.  Please look out for any news of these development.  Or if you have experience of other
networking  methods,  please  get  in  touch.   We  need  people  with  varied  skills  (including  internal
communications and publicity) to run the group effectively.  

Ways to contact us are shown at the head of this newsletter.  We also hold regular evening meetings
on  the  second  Wednesday  of  most  months  at  Geddes  Palace  URC  in  Bexleyheath  at  7:30pm.
However, the advent of the Bexley Healthy Rides programme provides an invaluable way to get in
touch.  Just turn up on any Saturday morning and enjoy a great ride in pleasant  company. It’s  an
excellent opportunity to talk about cycling, or anything that interests you. Look forward to seeing you
sometime soon.


